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Welcome to the NDHS monthly bulletin which will keep you 
posted on what’s happening during the month.  

Carmel Heywood passed away on 24th December 
2020 after a huge struggle with her health for the last 
couple of years.

Carmel was definitely the driver of many of the 
society's organisational reforms.

She was an integral part of the day to day running 
of the museum, along with School & Community 
Group visits, Annual Luncheon, Airing of the Quilts and 
Open Day.

Her dedication to the success of the society in the 
wider community could not have been higher.

She was happy to pass on her enthusiasm and 
commitment to others and delegate her workload. 

The question that is often thought by many of us is 
"What would Carmel do?"

Carmel knew everyone's birthday and for those 
members and volunteers how, were regularly at the 
museum she always bought a cake and a card to 
celebrate it.

She would just buy a cake for morning tea for no 
reason!

In regard to community visits which the society 
provided a Morning Tea, the tables would have to 
be dressed "the Carmel way."

The tablecloths, flowers, the fine china, the sugar, 
the milk, the cutlery would all have to be set under 
Carmel's watchful eye.

Not a plastic tablecloth in sight!
Carmel was a friend, a mate and generally a good 

egg and we will all miss her terribly.

IN MEMORIUM

 Only paid up members can nominate for 
Committee positions and only Financial Members 

are entitled to vote.
If you could please start considering what role you 

would like to perform, any of the Executive Members 
would be happy to answer any questions you have.

Annual General Meeting 
and 

Monthly Meeting

Register Your Contact Details
It will be held outside, so please dress for the 

weather on the day 
Everyone will be seated 

Masks are discretionary but advisable to be worn
There is to be NO Food brought to the Museum

You will be served Refreshments 
Be Cautious

Social Distance
Stay Safe

Please let Trish know if you are coming 
trishmontgomery1970@gmail.com

0402 086 088

Saturday 27 February at 
1pm
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by
Alexander and John Staats

A common reverie of those with a passion for history is to imagine travelling back in time and 
experiencing the past ‘first-hand’. But the ‘Past is a Foreign Country’, and one of the first things to 
confront the would be ‘time traveller’ is how foreign the English language, as spoken 200 years ago, 
would be to our own. Whereas we might like to think that the familiarity with English as used by the likes 
of Jane Austen, William Wordsworth and Lord Byron would give us access to English as spoken by the 
ordinary man of their times, we would be shocked by how utterly alien and incomprehensible ‘street’ 
English would be to our modern sense and sensibilities.

‘Australian’ English circa 1800
Setting aside various complications arising from accents and speaking pace, focus on vocabulary 

alone and try and make sense of the following:

“Tell us how you was boned, me new chum.”
   “Well, I was scurf’d for the crack, when a charley, recognised the cut of me mug and hobbled 
me when I was half-lushed in the gincrib.  The horney went back to me panney and found the 
crack tools-rooks, iron crows and foss.  Til then I was doing it up in good twig with me mollisher. 
I stood the patter and was bowled out. Now I’m slang’d with you lags. My flash-days are done. 
Now, tell me if there is any weed for me steamer.

 Translation  “Tell us how you were caught my new fellow prisoner”
 “ Well, I was taken into custody for house breaking, when a policeman recognised my face and 
arrested me when I was half-drunk in the tavern.  The constable went back to my house and 
found the housebreaking tools - the small and large crowbar, and the phosphorus.  Until  then I 
was living the easy life with my woman. I faced trial and was convicted. Now I’m fettered with you 
convicts. My thieving days are over. Now tell me if there is any tobacco for my pipe.”

A Class Thing
The emergence of Australian English was a function of many factors. Significant amongst these was 

social class. The early colony was an extraordinary social experiment; the vast majority of the populace 
were from the working and (convicted) criminal classes of Britain, and they brought to Australia the 
language of the streets. English as used, and spoken, by the ‘great unwashed’ was a far cry from the 
language of Austen’s ‘Pride and Prejudice’.

Add to this the dynamism of language - colloquialisms, slang, cross-cultural influences (for example 
appropriation of Aboriginal and Irish language features) all hardened by limited social mobility and class 
(and language) segregation as well as the absence of standardised universal literacy and education 
- and we can begin to appreciate the great language ‘divide’ that separated the ruling from the 
common classes in the colony.

Furthermore, it often suited the ordinary folk to be able to communicate with each other in a 
manner that was incomprehensible to their masters, and this served to encourage and entrench the 
development of class language subcultures.

The language divide made it very difficult for administrators and magistrates to investigate and try the 
common classes for various crimes and misdemeanours. Judges often resorted to third-parties to 

Flash Talk
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James Hardy Vaux - and the First 
Dictionary of ‘Australian’ English

What the ruling classes needed was ‘a go-
between’; a class of person who was both at home in 
the language of the criminal subculture of the colony 
as much as the refined language of her rulers.

In 1812 Lieutenant Thomas Skottowe (a magistrate-
officer of the 73rd Regiment and commandant of the 
Penal Station in Newcastle) found one such ‘cove’ 
in the form of James Hardy Vaux, a well-educated 
Surreyman who had been lured to a rakish life of 
crime in England. Vaux produced for his masters a 
dictionary of 700 common slang and other terms used 
by convicts. Vaux was well-positioned to produce 
such a glossary (he was a hardened and habitual 
criminal, thrice transported to NSW), and the finished 
work became the first published ‘Australian dictionary’ 
in 1819. Surprisingly, the book was a best-seller and 
was widely read beyond the magisterial classes and 
probably served to regularise many of the early 19th 
century slang terms, their usage and currency in the 
colony for generations to come.

Portrait of James Hardy Vaux, 1825 https://
en.wikipedia.org/wiki/James_Hardy_Vaux#/media/
File:James_Hardy_Vaux_portrait.jpg)

Some Language Legacies
Whilst many of Vaux’s terms and slang have fallen 

out of usage, a remarkable amount (even in the 
face of the homogenic force of globalisation) remain 
characteristically, and recognisably, ‘Australian’. We 
conclude with a short list for your reading pleasure:

Togs (clothing)  - as in swimming togs
Dunny (from danna meaning excrement)
Ridgy-didge (from ridge gold, meaning genuine or      

   good)
Larrikin (from larking, meaning fun or sport)
Swag/Swagman (swag means bundle or package)
Grog (alcohol)
Snitch (informer)
Chiv (both a knife and ‘to stab’)
Bolt (to run away)
Snooze (to sleep - a confluence of the words           

   ‘snore’ and ‘doze’)
Seedy (shabby)
Stash (stow something away)
Floor (to knock someone down).
Game - (a criminal depredation - nowadays    

   exclusively used to refer to prostitution)

Thanks to project gutenberg, Vaux’s dictionary is 
readily accessible online: http://gutenberg.net.au/
ebooks06/0600111.txt

Quote
Good friends are like stars 

You don’t always see them but you know
they are always there

     Christy Evans

Riddle 
I’m light as a feather, yet the strongest person 

can’t hold me for five minutes. What am I?

  Answer to Last Month’s Riddle  
 Money

‘translate’ the ‘gibberish’ spouted by the 
defendants and witnesses in order to make sense of 
cases being tried.
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Dear Reader,
If I were to say that as a rule "It's hard to get good help these days" I'm sure I would be preaching to the 

converted and I'm equally sure that anyone who has been around awhile would be familiar with that 
expression. You would also know that there is an exception to every rule so I am pleased to say that at the Arms 
of Australia Inn Museum we have such an exception, and his name is Vince Fedele,

Vince has been one of us for a number of years, and in that time has gained the appreciation and respect 
by all that know him.

Vince's contribution is the care and maintenance of the lawns and gardens which are always in excellent 
order as well as an organised workshop for any repairs and maintenance required, all driven by Vince's 
unerring tenacity for a job well done,

The shed that Vince built was needed to house a Ride On Mower larger than the previous one.
So with building materials already on hand, Vince constructed a solid and functional structure worthy of a 

trades person.
Not only does it house the Ride On Mower but also an ominously large wooden barrel capable of fermenting 

a brew of unknown potency.
But that is just my suspicion 

that I have and with reasonable 
reason.
Before I say more, some of 
you may be questioning my 
credibility, so I will rest my 
credibility with those that 
know me well who will testify 
unanimously that I am 
incapable of telling a lie!

So Trump that.
So for the next few paragraphs 

Dear Reader suspend your 
suspicions and hear me out

Anyone watching Vince doing 
the lawns will be struck by the 
ease and precision with which
 it is done, it appears as if he and 
the machine are one.

This affinity may explain Vince's 
reluctance for anyone else to 
operate it

This affinity could also explain the Machine's reluctance to start for anyone but Vince.
But wait - there is more.
Living just a few minutes from the Museum, I drop in outside of normal hours to say G'day to the Magpies and 

Mrs Clifford and to see that all is well.
However, this one evening for some strange reason I was drawn to Vince's Shed.
I get to the door to check the padlock and whilst doing so the Ride On Mower mysteriously came to Life.
It started up!
After a minute or so having regained my composure somewhat I opened the door slightly, to be greeted by 

a lot of angry decibels from the machine.
Then the headlights came on, not the usual white headlights but a sinister red.
Even the wooden barrel seemed agitated, believe it or not.
So being the brave mortal that I am I departed in a cloud of dust.
Now there may be a MYRIAD of explanations for what I have witnessed both natural and supernatural, 

A strange brew and the shed that Vince built



Museum Opening Hours 
Monday, Wednesday & Thursday 9am to 2pm
1st & 3rd Sunday 1pm to 4pm.

Meetings
The NDHS meets on the 4th Saturday of each month 
with a guest speaker at 1pm on the premises, Cnr. of 
Great Western Highway & Gardenia St, Emu Plains.

Please note that the inn alarm is 
now on.
If you can’t make your duty day, 
please change with somebody 
who can.
Please remember to sign in the 
diary in the meeting room, and 
write any information in the diary. 
pertinent to your time on duty.

Raffle Prizes
Marie Viviani always needs 
raffle prizes, so if you can help in 
providing some, please take them 
to the inn.

Birthday Wishes to the following 
members

Contributions for the next Bulletin to - trishmontgomery1970@gmail.com

  Email     info@armsofaustraliainn.org.au
  Phone    During opening hours  02 4735 4394
  President     Craig Werner   0417 271 328
  Vice President    Ken Wright   0407 473 530
  Secretary/Editor                 Trish Montgomery 0402 086 088
  Treasurer/Public Officer   Harry May   02 4732 1520
  Museum Manager   Ted Nowak   0451 035 185
  Business Manager   Jenny Hotop  02 4735 1654 
  Site Manager    Anthony Grainge  02 4731 2303
  Ordinary Committee Member  Richard Nutt   0407 014 157
   Lantern Tours    Craig Werner   0417 271 328
     or email:      craigj10@bigpond.com
  Heritage Advisory Rep.                  Beth Moore              02 4735 1734
  Speakers     Richard Nutt                  0407 014 157
  Books, Photography  Anthony Grainge  02 4731 2303
  Catering     Elsa Speechley        02 4721 4993
  

Contacts

Vicki, Bronwyn, Betty 
and Reg. 

Bloody Ted  

ON A LIGHTER NOTE 

** Beware **
I ordered Chinese from a local place (I won't 

name them) went to pick it up and as I was driving 
home, heard the bags rustling and moving!

I thought what on earth is that  has something 
gotten into the bag?  I thought I could see a little 
pair of eyes peering out.

As I was driving I pulled over and leaned forward, 
picked up the bag, put it on the passenger seat 
and there it was again, more rustling and little eyes 
looking out behind the Satay Beef.

I thought it's got to be a rat or a mouse or 
something, so I carefully pulled the bag open...

And there it was  -  a Peeking Duck!!

MEMBERSHIP RENEWALS
membership renewals 

are still being accepted.
Payment can be made by direct deposit, 

cheque or cash.
   Bank details for a direct deposit are:

Account Name - NDHS
BSB - 032 271

Account Number - 683 727
  By cheque:

NDHS
PO BOX 441

PENRITH  NSW  2751
  Cash

On any Wednesday between 10am to 12pm 
at the Museum

and I will not pretend to understand any of these phenomena or it could be the simple fact that Vince is a 
Calabrian and  we all know how strange these Calabrians and their customs can be!

Having told a tale you may find difficult to digest, the fact remains that in my capacity as a Tour Guide I can 
not recall one group of visitors that left without compliments and praise for Vince's efforts.

So on behalf of all, volunteers and NDHS members sincere thanks and appreciation for all your efforts and 
hard work.

As for me, I hope, you keep doing what you are doing and keep brewing what you are brewing!


